Dear families,
We are pleased to explain the new Player Report format, which is divided into 5 parts,
showing one graphic in each part. These graphics will depict aspects being performed
well and to continue developing as well as aspects to be improved upon.
The first graphic is related to coordinative skills such
a passing, ball control, or interception that players
apply during training sessions and games. Moreover,
there are two skills shown in red color because are
applied when the player tries to recover the ball.
The set of second graphic refers to players understanding of game situations either
when the player’s team is in possession of the ball, shown as blue color, or when trying
to recover the ball, shown as red color.
•

- Space management defines how players understand how to occupy the space
depending on what the game situation requires.

•

- Ball movement is based on how the player
understands when, where and how to bring
the ball depending on different game
situations.

•

- Advantage management is based on how
player identifies the advantages on the field
such as where there are more teammates
than the opponent, who is in a better position
to receive the ball, etc.

•

- Finishing defines if the player identifies the moment of scoring goal or avoiding
opponents’ teams from scoring goals.

The third graphic shows attitudes that represent BARÇA
Academy values such as effort, ambition, and respect.
The fourth graphic is about the capacities that player

shows during training sessions and games.
This takes into consideration the six structures
that in BARÇA Academy believe are important
for player development. Therefore, above of
this graphic, there are sentences that define
each number shown in the graphic according
to the player ́s performance and interaction at
BARÇA Academy.

The last graphic represents the positions that the player plays the most during training
sessions and games.
Blue: Position player plays the most.
Red: Position player plays at times.
Orange: Position player rarely plays.

We hope this document helps to understand this
new Player Report. As mentioned before, this Players Report is not about passing or
failing. In fact, it shows what players have being doing well and we encourage them to
continue developing as well as aspects that players need to improve with the help of
BARÇA Academy Orlando coaches.

1,2,3 BARÇA!!

